50 years ago, many doctors had consigned infectious diseases to the past. This view---held before the emergence of pathogens such as HIV and the Ebola virus---has often been cited for its hubris. *Infectious Disease: A Very Short Introduction* begins likewise. "They thought their arsenal of vaccines for preventing viral diseases and broad-spectrum antibiotics for treating bacterial infections could handle any threat", write biologists Marta L Wayne and Benjamin Bolker. "But \[infectious\] disease was never dead, or even in remission."

Three concepts pervade this book. First, Wayne and Bolker emphasise the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of infectious diseases. "Ecology, because understanding ecological relationships helps us understand cycles of transmission. Evolution, because disease agents evolve, both on their own and in response to our efforts to control them." Second, when explaining transmission, they invoke the notion of encounter and compatibility filters---that for a pathogen to spread, it must not only encounter a new host, but also be biologically compatible with it, overcoming physical, biochemical, and immunological barriers. Finally, the book explains disease control at the population and individual levels, for example, describing the development of control strategies from quarantine, to vaccines, to antimicrobials.

These concepts are conveyed through five case studies, which cover influenza, HIV, cholera, malaria, and the amphibian fungus *Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis*. These case studies discuss various specifics of pathogenesis, transmission, control, policy, and present areas of research, while distilling related concepts. For example, Wayne and Bolker explain the evolution of influenza by antigenic drift and antigenic shift, describing antigenic shift\'s bearing on the generation of pandemic influenza strains. Another example is their discussion of the mutant avian influenza publication controversy in relation to the issues of bioterrorism and public trust in science.

Inevitable in a short introduction, many diseases are overlooked, which Wayne and Bolker regret in their final chapter. Most notably, however, they neglect to unravel the intertwined concepts of colonisation, diagnosis, and causation---including germ theory, the epidemiological triad, and the human microbiota. Wayne and Bolker conclude with an outlook for control of infectious diseases, describing continuing progress and difficulties. They discuss the Ebola epidemic and write that "by the time this book is in the hands of the reader, it seems virtually inevitable that yet another infectious disease will be emerging." This foresight is uncanny, with the present Middle East respiratory syndrome outbreak in South Korea---and aptly illustrates that such an accessible introductory book on infectious diseases will always be timely.
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